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Ed
Well isn’t this looking good? With over 98% of our members having had the COVID jab we’ll be raring to
go when the lockdown restrictions ease (Sorry. I know it was a cheap joke, but the majority of us are in that,
ahem, ‘experienced’ demographic.
Welcome to the 21st Century. Not only do we have a quarterly newsletter for keeping in touch and zoom
sessions over the winter for our general information and amusement, we now have a WhatsApp group
(we’ve had it for a while actually and it’s now but it’s getting used more). We’ve also got a new website
where you can discuss beekeeping related things thanks to Michael Heath (https://iesbka.com). Enjoy.

Welcome
To our new members: Rachel Brame, Matthew Coleman, Alex Dewey, Max Dewey, Dean Dewey, Paul
Dicken, Graeme Double, Giampiero Ruggetti, Claudai Gannon, Machael Heath, Ben MacKinnon, Phil
Ramsey, Alan Segar, Shane Smith, Same Stileman, and Alex von Moll
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●
●

I&ES BKA Mentoring Programme
Firstly a big thank you to all the volunteers who
willingly put themselves forward each year to
assist beginners. In 2020 there were 33 beginners
who ticked their membership form indicating that
they would like a mentor's help. There were also
25 experienced beekeepers who offered their
mentoring services.

●

●

I am sure most of you can still recall the first year
of your beekeeping careers and remember not
only the tremendous excitement of owning a
colony of tens of thousands of bees but also the
apprehension and concern when they didn&#39;t
seem to behave as you expected them to, and the
relief that comes from a short phone call to an
experienced beekeeper for guidance and the
reassuring phrase “that’s okay they do that
sometimes” or “yes swarms sometimes decide
they don’t like that brand new and expensive hive
you built and will just fly off!”

●

It is also helpful to encourage new beekeepers to:
●
●

I remember phoning Richard Alan for help
collecting my first swarm. It was 3 feet off the
ground hanging on a small apple tree on our
allotment! Of course in hindsight it was the
easiest swarm I would ever collect, but being the
first bees I would own with a nice new hive
waiting at home I was terrified of getting it
wrong. So Richard kindly came along to ensure I
got them safely. I have been on the swarm
collection list ever since, collecting many swarms
but never one that easy.

●
●
●

Attend the Training Apiary on Sunday
afternoons through the summer.
Attend the Ipswich and East Suffolk
Beekeepers Association’ meetings.
Take the BBKA Basic Assessment no
later than their third year.
Enter at least one of the Suffolk Honey
Show classes.
Volunteer to help on the Suffolk
Beekeepers stand at the Suffolk Show.

I am currently waiting for for this year’s list and
will be plotting and contacting those that
volunteered their services very shortly.
Obviously the last 12 months have not been
normal so the level of hands on mentoring has
been significantly reduced, but hopefully we will
be back to normal this summer.

The main aims of the mentoring programme are:
To provide advice for beginner beekeepers in their
first year or two of beekeeping. To encourage the
adoption of good practices. To help ensure the
safety of the beginner, the public (especially
neighbours) and of course the bees.

Thank you all again for your tremendous support.
Steve Willingham

Clearly the level of support is different in each
case and can range from advice over the phone to
actually helping to site a hive or deal with a
swarm and can include any or all of the following:
●

Advice on equipment.
Help at the apiary including; queen
identification and marking, swarm
control, looking for eggs and brood
patterns.
Advise on lighting the smoker, moving
frames, identifying brood in all stages,
integrated pest management (IPM),
disease identification and the importance
of good apiary hygiene.
Answer questions and give advice by
phone or e-mail.
Remind the beginner at key stages in the
year, ie put on a clean hive floor at start of
season and after winter; when to super,
feed, treat for varroa, extract honey, deal
with wasps and then prepare for winter.

Visiting the proposed apiary site, and
advise on the best position of the hive(s).
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A Tricky Extraction
Early in March I was contacted by a housing
officer at Ipswich Borough Council. One of their
properties has a feral colony of bees inside an air
duct. They need to be removed because the
property is being rewired. The tenant says they
have been there for years!
I went to inspect the third-floor flat. Sure enough,
there’s an air-brick on the outside wall and a
plywood duct across the bathroom ceiling.
Nothing for it but to prise off the panels and see
what’s underneath. I wasn’t going to wreck a
council flat, so after some negotiation we agreed
that one of their electricians would do the
dismantling and I would provide beesuits and
gloves. I have a drum-type vacuum cleaner and
an electronic speed controller which works well
for gently extracting bees without harming them.

It looked like a very small colony, maybe 5000
bees, but obviously has been much bigger in the
past – about a National brood-and-a-half I reckon.
The air-brick entrance is to the left and there’s a
lot of very dark brood comb, with lots of sealed
honey in the middle and some empty combs on
the right.

Bright and early on Monday morning we got
suited up and started work. Here’s Jack Foster the
electrician standing under the duct. You can’t see
but he’s holding a hammer & crowbar. He had to
remove the wiring, prise off some wall tiles and
split the panels to get access. I’m glad it wasn’t
my bathroom.

So we started removing the middle combs and
sucking up the bees. We took out some 20lbs of
sealed honey and shared it between the tenant and
the electrician. They had never seen comb honey
before and were amazed at its flavour. The bees
were surprisingly quiet and calm, much to my
relief.
We were using a torch to try and spot the queen as
we worked our way into the brood nest. I found
combs with brood and some eggs so I knew she
was there somewhere but couldn’t see her. No
surprise really, given the cramped working
conditions and the very dark bees and comb, to
say nothing of the honey dripping on our heads.
Ten minutes later we had the panels off, and what
a sight!

Job done and all the bees safely in my vacuum
cleaner, we started tidying up. Suddenly I spotted
the queen – there she was wandering across the
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dust sheet on the floor! I quickly scooped her up
into a plastic queen cage and popped her in my
pocket. I left the electrician to sort out the mess
in the bathroom, and an hour later the bees and
queen were safely in a nuc in my garden.

Breeding queens is the easiest thing
in the world of beekeeping
Picking the right one is much more difficult.
I will tell you an easy method of rearing good
Queens.

Here’s my extraction set-up.

Go to a hive you have decided to use for breeding
your future colonies and supplying eggs. This is
normally a strong hive one which you are sure has
no diseases particularly varroa but with the
characteristics you need in your new queens.
Place a comb of foundation in the centre of the
brood-nest and feed.
You will normally find that the Queen is attracted
to this new frame immediately it is drawn and will
fill with eggs. As you are not forcing the queen to
lay at a certain time you must check daily
When you see eggs, your time starts from then.

Find your queen and place in a nucleus with an
extra comb of bees and food and place a short
distance away.
The speed controller lets me run the vacuum just
fast enough to suck bees without damaging them.
There’s half an egg carton in the bottom of the
drum so the bees don’t get whirled around. Many
of them just cling to the corrugated filter. I’ve
used this set-up several times and it works a treat.

You have now made your parent hive queenless.
Take out the new frame and cut in a zigzag line
giving about four downwards pointing triangles
and replace in the position you took it from

Chris Stephens
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Trees for bees

Close up the frames and close the hive. Feed thin
syrup (Try to imitate the same mixture they would
be bringing in from the flowers, too thick and they
will have to waste time sending out water
gatherers to thin it) 25% sugar is good.
On the ‘4th Day’ your eggs will hatch.

After a flurry of activity with people coming
round to pick up their allocation of trees for
planting (it made a nice change actually seeing
real live people) they are all now planted. Thanks
all for being so prompt picking them up and
getting them installed in and around Ipswich.
Let’s hope we can do more of this.

The hive now being queenless, the bees will pull
out a number of Queen cells on the bottom and
side of the zigzags.

You are then in command. The queens will hatch
in 11-12 days (16 days from being laid) . These
cells can be cut from the frame using a pair of
scissors or a sharp serrated knife and placed
immediately in cages two days before hatching.
This is important as occasionally a queen will
hatch prematurely and will kill the rest in minutes.
From the cages you can select the Queens of your
choice to lead your hives towards a successful
future for you and the bees.
The old queen can be returned to this hive after 72
hours and placed under an excluder, where she
will continue as if nothing had happened. Or you
can re-queen your colony by giving them one of
your new queens. If you place new foundation in
the bottom brood-chamber you will have
prevented them from swarming and you can make
some small nucs with the frames in the top box.
It is always an advantage to have a few queens
available during the summer and autumn as most
beekeepers lose a queen during this time. Try
keeping a few mini nucs, they are most interesting
and will give you a lot of pleasure.
Barrie Powell
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The sustainable apiary for small
scale beekeepers
Part of my winter listening was to a zoom
presentation by Mike Palmer on his method of
sustainable beekeeping in Vermont USA. I had
previously seen this as a YouTube video on the
National Honey show website (still available with
many other videos from key speakers). Mike
produces all his own queens and over winters 300
nucs to replace his winter losses. This, given his
position geographically which often has 6’ of
snow covering the hives, is quite an achievement.
Most of the fellow beekeepers on the call,
arranged by Cambridge BKA, were small
beekeepers and it made me wonder how might
even the smallest beekeepers manage a
sustainable apiary using the most simple
methods? Many may only currently have 1 hive
and little experience other than attendance on a
beginners course. With this in mind, I have
developed a model which I’m confident will
work, and I want to demonstrate this to show
others how this can be done over the coming
seasons.
The aim is to demonstrate a simple method of
keeping a sustainable population of bees in a
small apiary and raising queens for own use, over
a period of time. It will use simple methods that
every beekeeper who has completed a beginners
course should be able to follow.
Starting with a single hive, the aim will be to
produce an above average honey crop and 1-3
additional colonies to overwinter. The long term
aim will be to have 2 full colonies and 1 or 2
nuclei to overwinter. Any excess bees can be sold
or used to expand further. In this case any surplus
nuclei will be taken away and considered sold. I
will also aim to demonstrate that we can produce
surplus honey and bees which will produce a
surplus of a few hundred pounds per hive per
year.
In the UK many hobby beekeepers keep 1 or 2
colonies for interest and a small amount of honey.
If, however something goes wrong, they may not
have the resources to recover the situation. The
main risks are a colony attempts to swarm and the
new queen does not mate or the colony does not
survive the winter. Colonies can also develop
disease issues in the Summer and perish. We will
produce additional colonies, using the simplest of

Barry Crabtree
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methods, to produce additional colonies as
insurance ahead of any problems.

We are working with the smallest number of
colonies that I think this is likely to work with.
There may be the need to borrow resources (a
frame of eggs and larvae) from outside what is
intended to be a closed sustainable system, but we
shall see and record that if it happens.

I will look to demonstrate that it’s not necessary to
buy queens, these can be produced easily by all
beekeepers with little cost. This will make your
beekeeping more rewarding from a personal
satisfaction point of view and a financial one (if
that’s important).

Another consideration will be the temper of the
bees. This sustainable apiary is in a suburban
garden near to other houses so only calm bees will
be acceptable. Any poor tempered queens will
need to be removed and replaced ideally from
within the apiary but if suitable stock isn’t
available then from outside.

A modest amount of equipment will be needed:
2 hives with frames and feeders. Mine are
standard national cedar but the hive type isn’t
important
3 Nuclei – mine are Masiemore poly.

In reality the more colonies you use the more
flexibility you will have. If you don’t want a lot of
colonies this can be achieved by working with
other beekeepers and or your local association
using the calmest bees available locally.

A spare brood box with frames.
2 double stands 6’ in length.
The basic process will be to allow the bees to
build up and produce a crop of spring honey and
create splits either when the colony wants to
swarm or if it doesn’t, in June, create splits by:

I will make it clear if I need to take resources
from outside the apiary. This will be the
equivalent of an individual beekeeper replacing
stock or borrowing a frame of eggs from a
beekeeper friend.

Removing the queen and making up nucs;
Allowing the colony to make queen cells

The starting colony is a strong colony with last
years queen at its head. I’ll update regularly
through the season.

Make up 2 splits with queen cells and a third
queen cell in the original hive

Kevin Thorn

Wait for the 3 new queens to mate See whether,
1,2 or 3 are successful and build up the successful
ones for the winter. There should be a 99% chance
of one and a 50% chance of 3.

WSBKA Chair

Wasn’t expecting that!

Depending on size of resultant colonies over
winter in full colonies or nucleus
In the spring remove (sell) the surplus colonies
and repeat.
We will cover all the manipulations in video and
will cover all aspects of inspections including
Hoopers 5 questions (plus one I’ve added).
While this all sounds simple we need to remember
we are dealing with nature and there are a
significant number of variables. Lots could go
wrong – the new queens might not mate and the
existing queen fail. The aim of the project is to
look at what actually happens and to see what can
be learned from this. The balance of probability
tells me this will most probably work most of the
time.

One of the benefits of having quite a few colonies
is that sometimes you see odd things when you’re
going round inspecting.
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The most recent oddness was a very spotty frame
of brood. Not what you probably want to see
when you are inspecting, you’d like to see solid
slabs of brood, not something that looks like a
swiss cheese.

There is a link to the full statement at the end of
the article if you wish to read it all, but as we are
beekeepers the following section is reproduced
here:

Risks to bees

So what’s going on?

Sugar beet is a non-flowering crop and the
risks to bees from the sugar beet crop itself
were assessed to be acceptable. The applicant
recognised that risks could be posed to bees
from flowering weeds in and around the crop
and proposed to address this with the use of
industry-recommended herbicide programmes
to minimise the number of flowering weeds in
treated sugar beet crops. This was considered
to be acceptable. The applicant recognised that
the persistence and mobility of neonicotinoids
in soils could result in residues with the
potential to cause unacceptable effects to bees
in following crops. Measures were proposed to
mitigate the identified risks through the
exclusion of flowering crops in subsequent
cultivations.

This was a colony that was a nuc last year with a
new queen. The queen was, as is known in the
trade ‘poorly mated’. In this case the queen is
laying workers and ‘diploid drones’ in worker
cells. As soon as they hatch into larvae the nurse
bees recognise them as faulty and eat them.
Unfortunately there is nothing to be done but
replace the queen as soon as possible.
Barry Crabtree

Nearly Neonicotinoids
TL;DR1 version: The government approved an
application for an emergency use of
neonicotinoids to protect sugar beet crops in
January. The conditions for its application turned
out not to be met so it was never used.

The Secretary of State is satisfied there is
sufficient evidence to indicate that residues of
thiamethoxam and its metabolite deteriorate
over time, and that with mitigation measures in
place the risks are considered to be acceptably
low enough that the benefits outweigh them.
Conditions are attached to the emergency
authorisation to ensure that no flowering crops
are planted as following crops for a period of at
least 22 months, with an extended period of
exclusion for oilseed rape (of 32 months), to
minimise the risk to bees.

But read on… one of the bizarre (IMHO)
stipulations was that as it known that neonics
leech into the ground, then afterwards the area in
which it was to be used should be denuded2 of all
flowers for the next 22-32 months so as not to
attract any pollinators. Genius. No flowers so no
problems for the bees. Now, where’s that
‘facepalm’ emoji.
Now read on. The government issued a statement
on the 11th January granting farmers a
derogoration (an exemption to you and me)
allowing them to use neonics to protect sugar beet
so long as certain conditions were met. Not
surprisingly this caused a ‘bit of a stir’:

However, at the beginning of March, thanks to a
cold spell in February killing off aphids the
conditions to use it were not met, so
neoniconitoids will not be used.
The Guardian covered it thus: “Authorisation was
granted with strict conditions including only
allowing application if the weather conditions
over the winter led to a problem with aphids. In
the event, that pest threshold was not passed so
this seed treatment will not be used this year.”

“Statement on the decision to issue –
with strict conditions – emergency
authorisation to use a product
containing a neonicotinoid to treat
sugar beet seed in 2021”

Defra said it had attached strict conditions to the
authorisation meaning that the pesticide could
only be used if modelling forecast that the level of
virus infection would reach 9% across the national
crop.

1

TL;DR stands for Too Long; Didn’t Read, so this is
the abridged version
2
denuded - I love a word that fits perfectly: strip
(something) of it’s covering, especially land.
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Saved by the weather this year.

fine to move the bees from NI across to the
mainland.

●

The main impact on the UK beekeeper is that
early season nucs will be harder to get hold of,
and consequently the price of them may go up.

●

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
neonicotinoid-product-as-seed-treatment-forsugar-beet-emergency-authorisation-applicati
on/statement-on-the-decision-to-issue-with-st
rict-conditions-emergency-authorisation-to-u
se-a-product-containing-a-neonicotinoid-to-tr
eat-sugar-beet
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2
021/mar/03/bee-killing-pesticide-now-will-n
ot-be-used-on-uk-sugar-beet-fields

As ever, David Evans at theapirist.org has written
a very good piece on this covering why it might
not be a bad thing after all. You can read it here at:
https://www.theapiarist.org/brexit-and-beekeeping
/
The BBKA also has a joint statement about the
illegal NI side step and its implication for pests
being imported. Essentially there are not the
inspection and testing facilities needed to reliably
approve imported bees in that region. You can
read it here:
https://www.bbka.org.uk/news/serious-risk-of-exo
tic-bee-pest-being-imported

Honey bee behaviours within the
hive: Insights from long-term video
analysis

Thanks to Gillian for bringing this to my attention (the email
arrived while I was making up frames for nuc boxes…)

Bees and Brexit
Who would have imagined that the subject of bees
would turn up regarding Brexit? Well it has. There
has been no change on regulations importing
queen bees, that is OK, but importing packages of
bees and nucs is now not allowed. This was
brought to light recently with headlines declaring:

If you don’t do anything else just visit this website
to look at the article on honey bee behaviours
within the hive.
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.137
1%2Fjournal.pone.0247323

“Brexit rules mean 15 million baby bees
may be seized and burnt”

Up until recently we have only been able to guess
at how bees actually work inside the cells of the
comb, but now it is all revealed with video
footage of bees working in a cell and showing all
sorts of behaviours. Video clips include:

Based on the news that a commercial UK bee
importer has found to his cost that the bees he
ordered pre Brexit can no longer be brought into
the country due to new Brexit rules. It didn’t help
after suggesting they would be imported into
Northern Island as it’s part of the EU if you look
at it from a certain direction, then look from
another direction and it’s part of the UK, so its

Worker development: Oviposition. & Larval
hatch.
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Thermoregulation: Cell occupation &
Evaporative cooling.
Brood care:
● Short and long inspections.
● Feeding of young larva.
● Mouth-to-mouth feeding.
● Capping.
Larval development: Cocooning.
Comb remodelling & construction
Nutrition:
● Nectar storage and uptake.
● Pollen storage.
● Pollen unloading, packing and
moisturisation.
Hygiene:
● Cannibalism.
● Varroa consumption.
● Allo-grooming.
● The ‘rocking movement’.

for his research and outreach work throughout the
UK.
BeeCraft interviewed him recently – the interview
is written up in the April edition of BeeCraft. For
the full interview, you’ll have to buy the magazine
but we were interested in his response to:
“What do you think of Darwinian beekeeping allowing only the fittest, varroa-hygienic bees to
survive?”
This is where my science yields to my ethics. I
have a problem with the idea of taking temperateevolved European honey bees out of their hollow
tree and putting them in my Langstroth hive and
then announcing that I&#39;m not going to treat
them for anything. I&#39;ve put them in an
unnatural environment - in my case on a continent
where they did not evolve - and I’m managing
them and taking honey from them and moving
them around to pollinate crops. So why would I
then say I’m going to invoke the law of natural
selection and not treat for mites? I think that the
implicit “deal” of domestication is that we help
our plants or animals stay healthy and
reproductive in whatever conditions we impose on
them. We don’t keep farm animals or pets and
then say we’re not going to treat them - the idea is
unique to bees and beekeepers.
Furthermore, we now suspect from an
evolutionary perspective that Apis melliferas most
recent lineage was never in South East Asia,
where varroa mites originated. That means Apis
mellifera has zero natural resistance to Asiatic
mites - it just doesn’t have that genetic legacy.
So, when we embark on breeding programmes
that attempt to increase mite resistance, we’re
making huge demands on this animal to repurpose
its Afro-European tools into Asiatic uses.

My favourite has to be bees taking pollen off their
hind legs and depositing it in the cell. It reminds
me of taking off a pair of socks. And varroa
consumption. Yes, workers eating varroa mites in
the cells.
Thanks to Gary Nethercott
for bringing this to our attention

DARWINIAN BEEKEEPING?
Professor Keith Delaplane will be giving the
George Knight’s Memorial Lecture at this year’s
BBKA Spring Convention. This is sponsored by
that excellent magazine BeeCraft.
He grew up on a farm in northern Indiana. His
parents bought him a beginner’s beekeeping kit
when he was 13 and by the time he moved to
college he was managing over 50 hives for honey
production. He finished his BSc degree at Purdue
University, and then moved over 700 miles south
to Baton Rouge where he completed his graduate
degrees in entomology at Louisiana State
University. His major professor was Dr John
Harbo, co-developer of the varroa sensitive
hygiene (VSH) line of honey bee. In 1990 Keith
took a post at the University of Georgia, where he
and his students study honey bee evolution,
pollination, and varroa mite integrated pest
management. In 2012-2013 he was a visiting
sabbatical scientist at the National Bee Unit in
York, England, where he worked with Giles
Budge and Mike Brown. In 2014 Keith became an
Honorary Member of the British Empire (MBE)

It would be like you or me trying to evolve
resistance to a disease found only in fish.

Maternal bees
Maternal instincts lead to social life of bees: The
social life of bees: once solitary, behavior plays a
role in gene selection for socialness
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/02/21
0226121242.htm
The maternal care of offspring is one of the
behavioral drivers that has led some bee species to
have an ever-expanding social life over the history
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of evolution, new research has found. By virtue of
being in a social group the genome itself may
respond by selecting more social, rather than
non-social genes. The behavior and social
environment come first setting the stage for future
molecular evolution.

Richard Martin Beekeeping Supplies
A large range of stock including: Hives in the flat,
WBC, National and Commercial; Frames and
foundation, honey jars, buckets, tools, bee suits, veils
and gloves.
Agent for Thorne’s of Wragby
Little College Farm, Creeting Hills,
Creeting St Mary. IP6 8PX
Opening hours: 1 April - 30 Sept 4pm - 7pm Mon - Sat.
At other times please call on 01449 720491

Buzz yourself to sleep…
It will come as no surprise that people have tried
sleeping on top of beehives and are soothed by the
gentle humming and aroma coming from the
hives. Imagine a glorified bee-shed. A line of
hives with a thin roof and air vents on the inside
so you can lay safely on the top and have a
blissful sleep. Apparently it is most popular in the
Ukraine, but also in Russia, China & Canada. The
site referenced below gives many claims:

Bev Rogers gave a talk on beeswax wraps over
the winter and uses local beeswax in her
products.. If you have any beeswax you’d like
to sell, I’m sure she would be very interested.
Please contact Bev at:
sales@bevsecoproducts.co.uk
https://www.bevsecoproducts.co.uk/

Around the beehives an electromagnetic
field is created. If you touch the hive, you
can feel a mild electrical current running
through your hands.

New and unused.
4 x bags of 100 cells
4 x cell bars
Cell bar frame
Frame to take queen
cages for queen banking
2 x spare queen cage bars

Researchers discovered that after sleeping
in the hive the human body’s energy field is
increased 5 times.
I don’t know about you, but when I touch a hive I
don’t feel a mild electrical current. However, if I
touch a bee I don’t half feel the result of that!
Anyway when I get round to building a bee-shed
I’m going to make sure it’s engineered with a
sleeping area above the hives. I’m curious to give
it a try!
https://healthywithhoney.com/sleeping-above-bee
hives-another-way-of-treating-ourselves-with-bee
s-help/

£20 the lot - collect Ipswich
07738634515 John days

In East Bergholt, Suffolk - for the local supply of

hives, frames and foundation, tools and other
equipment for keeping bees. Open by arrangement please email or telephone Paul White to discuss
your requirements. 01206 299658 or 07768 634038.
www.box-bees.co.uk; email: sales@box-bees.co.uk
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If you have any comments, suggestions, articles
you’d like to see in the newsletter please contact
me as well at
barry.crabtree@gmail.com
Thanks to all to those who’ve contributed this
quarter. It’s really appreciated.

For sale: One National Roof
3 bottom bee space national supers
One miller feeder

Happy Beekeeping!

Contact Valerie on 07521735904

Spring meetings are new!
Wed 14th Apr
7:30 pm

Should we be afraid
of Wasps?
Dr Ben Aldiss,
Wildlife Journalist &
Broadcaster.

An overview of the British species and their life history,
including anecdotes about the trials and tribulations of a
wasp-researcher. It will also look at some fascinating foreign
wasps. Of particular interest might be hints on how to avoid
getting stung and how to deal with wasp nests.
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82481177547?pwd=allyb2hTeEJV
RHhwSXJjbzhOdjhtZz09
Meeting ID: 824 8117 7547
Passcode: 526337

Wed 28th Apr
7:30 pm

The month ahead:
May

General discussion of plans, problems and general information
for May
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85137715997?pwd=dEkrdkIxQjFt
WFd0a05mVjBZaXBIZz09
Meeting ID: 851 3771 5997
Passcode: 970512
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